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Dear Editor,

Thanks for your attention that you have paid to our manuscript (MS: 1275370683621661) entitled as "Clinical presentation of abdominal tuberculosis in HIV seronegative adults". Please find attached manuscript that was revised as formatting changes requested. The changes were provided with a point-by-point description at below:

oyaovunc@ekolay.net - this author email was updated in the submission system.
Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript has been written exactly as they are in the submission system.
Affiliations - Each affiliation has been written in full and been provided as requested.
Abstract - The space between others and demographic in the methods subsection of the abstract in the submission system and the manuscript file was corrected.
Section headings - We removed all unnecessary capitals in section headings.
Highlighting/Tracking - We removed any highlighting/tracking from our manuscript text.

Checking for typing error- We checked our manuscript carefully for any typing errors.

Yours Sincerely,
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